“ViVi per un mondo Libero”
Violent Italian conspiracy group harasses politicians and spreads
vaccine disinformation in blatant breach of Facebook rules
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Overview
Vivi (or Guerrieri ViVi, literally “Living Warriors”) is an Italian anti-vax conspiracy group that has been
active both online and offline since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic. Through coordinated efforts
on Facebook and Twitter, the group – whose name is inspired by V for Vendetta – mobilises
harassment campaigns against pro-vax politicians and seeks to organise violence and vandalism.
Individuals involved in the movement have been prosecuted by the Italian authorities for a host of
reasons, including vandalising vaccination centres, running harassment campaigns against pro-vax
politicians, and threatening politicians and doctors.
Although the movement’s social media profiles were reportedly taken down by Facebook in
December 2021, this report finds that the ViVi movement continues to engage in large-scale
coordinated inauthentic behaviour on the platform – raising questions about the effectiveness and
consistency of Meta’s self-reported intervention.1 The objective of the coordinated harassment
campaign identified by our analysis is seemingly twofold: to suppress and intimidate pro-vax voices,
and to recruit followers of the Facebook Pages to ViVi’s Telegram channels that contain instructions
for “joining the fight” (including a voice call with a ViVi “warrior” and financial incentives for
vandalising official buildings or political party offices).
Such activity, in our view, violates several of Facebook’s community standards. In its terms of
service, Meta claims that the company does not allow recruitment efforts on behalf of dangerous
organisations or individuals, and its stated policy is to remove misinformation about vaccines. When
Meta’s policies against spam and harassment are also taken into account, the company’s decision to
allow the ViVi movement to continue operating on the platform appears even more questionable.
With examples of Italian political parties self-censoring by deleting their Facebook content after being
“literally inundated with comments from fake profiles”, and ample evidence of associated offline
harms, it is imperative that Meta take action to address this issue. The next Italian general election is
less than a year away, and Covid-19 numbers are rising again as Europe heads into the second half
of 2022. The time is now for social media companies to step up and take stronger measures to
prevent the spread of vaccine disinformation and associated violent ideologies.
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In its Adversarial Threat Report, Meta noted that the ViVi movement had been “publicly reported to
engage in violent online and offline behaviours”, further noting that the network had operated with a
“combination of authentic, duplicate and fake accounts to mass comment on posts from Pages,
including news entities, and individuals to intimidate them and suppress their views.”
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Key Findings
ViVi Activity on Facebook
●

An analysis of user comments on 48 public Facebook pages affiliated with Italian political
parties and politicians revealed a seemingly coordinated harassment and spam campaign
consisting of over 15,000 pieces of content authored by the ViVi movement.2 The Facebook
Pages of Partito Democratico, Articolo UNO, and Italia Viva were the most frequent targets
of ViVi’s violent behaviour.

●

The content at issue was designed to suppress and intimidate pro-vax voices, as well as
recruit new followers to Telegram channels that contain instructions for various offline ways
to “join the fight” (including incentives for vandalism).

●

The largest portion of the text-based content disseminated by ViVi accounts on Facebook
compares the Italian Government to a “Nazi Regime” because of its pro-vaccination policies,
while also misrepresenting climate change as a “hoax”.

●

Coinciding with a peak in ViVi activity on Facebook, the movement launched a “ViVi
challenge” on 1 April 2022. The Telegram-based challenge financially incentivized users to
paste banners or graffiti with slogans containing anti-vaccination messages on official
buildings such as hospitals. Vandalism cases involving ViVi movement graffiti were
subsequently reported across the Italian media.

●

In our data sample of content authored by the ViVi movement, we identified 110 unique
messages that were duplicated more than ten times on Facebook (with the most frequently
duplicated comment being posted at least 577 times).

●

The harassment campaign forced certain political pages to remove their pro-vaccine posts
or turn off comments on their posts. At least one political party page also shared visual
evidence that their local office was vandalised by members of the ViVi movement.
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Notably, the true volume of disseminated content is likely higher by several orders of magnitude.
Through random sampling we collected roughly 30 percent of the comments on the 48 public
Facebook pages – meaning the actual number of spam comments related to the accounts in
question is likely around 50,000. Data collection period was June 2021 - June 2022.
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ViVi Activity on Twitter
●

Across 28 public political Twitter pages in Italy, we found 396 profiles involved in seemingly
coordinated harassment and spam campaigns totalling over 6,613 tweets authored by the
ViVi movement.

●

Similar to the patterns observed on Facebook, most of the analysed Tweets contained links
to ViVi’s Telegram channel or Facebook Group.

●

More than half of the analysed accounts were created in December 2021. Given that the
coordinated harassment campaign began in January 2022, this finding suggests the bulk of
involved Twitter accounts were set up specifically to carry out the targeted campaign.

●

Several hashtags were used in conjunction with the coordinated harassment campaign by
the ViVi group on Twitter, including #novax, #GovernoCriminale, #DraghiVattene,
#Draghistan, and #DittaturaNazisanitaria. As was the case on Facebook, the movement’s
primary messages were anti-vax and anti-government.

ViVi Activity on Facebook
As part of our investigation into ViVi activity on Facebook, we analysed user comments on 48 public
Facebook pages affiliated with Italian political parties and politicians from June 2021 to June 2022. In
doing so, we found a seemingly coordinated harassment and spam campaign consisting of over
15,000 pieces of content authored by the ViVi movement designed to suppress and intimidate
pro-vax voices, and recruit new followers to Telegram channels that contain instructions for various
offline ways to “join the fight” (including incentives for vandalism). In our view, the campaign violates
several of Facebook’s own community standards.

Campaign overview
The coordinated campaign began in August 2021 and peaked in April 2022, months after Facebook
reported cracking down on the violent ViVi movement.
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Coinciding with a peak in Facebook activity, the movement launched a “ViVi challenge” on Telegram
on 1 April 2022. The challenge called on users to paste banners or graffiti with slogans containing
anti-vaccination messages on official buildings such as hospitals. A scoring system was established
to identify the “best” vandalist, taking into account factors such as the location and visibility of the
banner. The “winner” of the challenge was promised a cash prize of EUR 10,000. In the wake of the
challenge, the Italian media reported on vandalism cases involving ViVi movement graffiti.

Examples of ViVi campaign-incentivized graffiti:

Graffiti against vaccines in Turin on the walls that connect the
Regina Margherita paediatric hospital with the Sant'Anna hospital
(Source: lagazzettatorinese.it).

Graffiti on a school wall
(Source: foggiacittaaperta.it).
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Vandalised labour union local office. Source: cgillecce.it

The largest share of the text-based content disseminated by ViVi’s network of accounts on Facebook
compares the Italian Government to a “Nazi Regime” because of its pro-vaccination policies, while
also misrepresenting climate change as a “hoax”. Visual content involved with the campaign
frequently contained manipulated images portraying Italian politicians as Nazis. The Facebook
Pages of Partito Democratico, Articolo UNO, and Italia Viva were the most frequent targets of ViVi’s
coordinated attacks. The highest peak in the number of comments was in April 2022 (data sample).

Example of a banner spread by the ViVi movement on Facebook:3

Translation: “The fraud war, Covid, CO2-climate = criminal Nazis. In order to realise the WEF WHO
2030-2050 EU-UN agenda. New Nazi world order”.
3
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Examples of ViVi’s narrative on Facebook comparing the Italian Government to a “Nazi
Regime” because of its pro-vaccination policies:

https://www.facebook.com/
397363818999199

https://www.facebook.com/
695945625010352

https://www.facebook.com/
989855618370410

Examples of ViVi’s narrative on Facebook portraying climate change as a “hoax”:

https://www.facebook.com/
1708980486134382

https://www.facebook.com/
427236072403694

https://www.facebook.com/
431539831925474
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Evidence of coordinated inauthentic behaviour
The large-scale use of duplicate comments, as was found in our analysis of ViVi content, is a
standard indicator of coordination (Twitter’s Copypasta and duplicate content policy defines the
phenomenon as an “an attempt by multiple individuals to duplicate content from an original source
and share it widely across social platforms or forums”). In our data sample of content authored by
the ViVi movement, we identified 110 unique messages that were duplicated more than ten times on
Facebook. The most frequently duplicated comment in our sample was posted at least 577 times
(the comment claims that vaccines cause cancer and AIDS, and directs readers to learn more about
ViVi on Telegram).4
We found further evidence of spam and coordination in the density of ViVi’s posting activities.
Accounts associated with the movement commented more than 100 times under 44 posts in our
dataset. Notably, the harassment campaign achieved its desired effects, leading political pages like
"Italia Viva Puglia" to remove posts with pro-vax content after sustained coordinated attacks. A local
Page of Partito Democratico similarly deactivated the commenting function on its posts in response
to attacks (while also sharing visual evidence that their local office in Monteretondo Scalo was
vandalised by members of the ViVi movement). Despite these findings, the movement continues to
host Pages on Facebook.

Narrative analysis and trends
As part of our narrative analysis, we identified the top three terms used in text-based comments
across the past year for comments that included the "Entra in ViVi" invite. For months, the main
narrative focused on likening pro-vaccine policies to a “Nazi regime”, yet in June 2022 a new
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A copy and translation of the comment is available at the end of this report in the Examples of ViVi
Content section.
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narrative appeared – this one claiming that climate change is a “hoax". The new narrative accounted
for 17% of all spam messages in the dataset during June.
We also assessed the relative degree to which the ViVi movement attacked various political parties
in Italy. As demonstrated by the graph below, which shows the distribution of ViVi comments by party
(red) versus the portion of all comments in the dataset that related to the party (blue), not all parties
were attacked to the same degree. While comments on Partito Democratico (PD) pages constituted
21% of the entire dataset, 51% of all spam comments were found on PD pages. Articolo UNO and
Italia Viva parties were similarly targeted: while only 2% of all comments from the dataset were left
on Articolo UNO pages, 13% of spam comments were written on their pages. And while only 1% of
comments in the dataset were left on "Italia Viva pages, 7% of spam comments appeared on their
pages. Recently, new posts spreading the election fraud narrative were observed, and with the
upcoming snap elections, similar posts and coordinated attacks against politicians and actors can
occur.
At the same time, we saw the opposite trend for two relatively popular Italian parties, Five Star
Movement (M5S) and Fratelli d’Italia (FdI). Although M5S pages constituted 25% of the entire
dataset, only four comments (virtually 0%) were found on M5S pages. And while 9% of comments in
the dataset were left on FdI pages, our analysis did not detect a single comment from the ViVi group
on the party’s pages.
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ViVi Activity on Twitter
Our investigation also assessed ViVi activity on Twitter. Once again, we found evidence of
coordinated inauthentic behaviour in the form of targeted harassment and spam campaigns.

Campaign overview
Across 28 public political Twitter pages in Italy, we found 396 profiles involved in seemingly
coordinated harassment and spam campaigns totalling over 6,613 tweets authored by the ViVi
movement. Similar to the patterns observed on Facebook, most of the analysed Tweets contained
links to ViVi’s Telegram channel or Facebook Group.5 Notably, more than half of the analysed
accounts were created in December 2021. Given that the coordinated harassment campaign began
in January 2022, this finding suggests the bulk of involved Twitter accounts were set up specifically
to carry out the targeted campaign.

Examples of spam images used in ViVi’s coordinated harassment campaign on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/RosaBaldazzi/
status/1486411486809440256

5

https://twitter.com/guerrinoV_V/
status/1481332123948748807

https://twitter.com/barbara88645388/stat
us/1481335795667644424/photo/1

Data collection period: June 2021 - May 2022.
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In addition to identifying text-based and spam image replies, our analysis revealed several hashtags
were used in conjunction with the coordinated harassment campaign by the ViVi group on Twitter.
The

most

common

hashtag

by

a

considerable

degree

was

#novax,

followed

by

#GovernoCriminale, #DraghiVattene, #Draghistan, and #DittaturaNazisanitaria. As was the case
on Facebook, the movement's primary messages were anti-vax and anti-government.

Evidence of coordinated inauthentic behaviour
The graph below reveals the timeline of the targeted spamming campaign, which both started and
peaked in January 2022. By April and May, the volume of content authored by the movement
decreased to less than 20% of its initial count.
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More than half of the accounts involved in carrying out the ViVi campaign (201 of 396) were created
in December 2021 (just days before campaign activity started on 1 January 2022). Our analysis also
detected a peak in new registrations on 5 December 2021, with 39 new users created that day
alone. Such findings indicate the coordinated harassment campaign was carefully planned and
carried out according to a set schedule.
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Examples of ViVi Content
Below, we provide examples of the common types of text-based comments and spam
images used in ViVi’s coordinated harassment campaign on Facebook and Twitter, as
collected for this report.

Examples from Facebook
Comment section of a targeted post on Facebook
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The three most duplicated text-based comments on Facebook
We found 577 duplicates of the message below in our dataset (April 2022
https://www.facebook.com/519762752849635).

Translation:
“NAZIS LIE AND DECEIVE. ALWAYS.
THEY BROKEN GAS ROOMS FOR SHOWERS.
NOW SPLIT THE GREEN PASS OR DIGITAL IDENTITY FOR "FREEDOM"
SPREAD THE VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AS A "COMMON GOOD"
SPREAD CRIMINAL PLANS AS "EMERGENCIES" AND CORRUPTED AND FALSE CRIMINAL STUDIES AS "SCIENCE"
AND THE ONE THAT THEY HAVE TRANSFORMED INTO A NAZI HEALTH DICTATION AS "DEMOCRACY"
THEY MAKE THEY BELIEVE THAT THEY WANT PEACE WHEN THEY HAVE DONE EVERYTHING TO CAUSE WAR AND
DO EVERYTHING TO BLAME OTHERS OF THEIR FAULTS.
BUT WE CANNOT FORGET THAT THE AIM OF THE NAZIS IS THE EXTERMINATION AND THE TOTAL CONTROL THAT
IS USED TO IMPLEMENT IT. REMEMBER WHEN YOU SEE INCESSIVE HEART ARTS AMONG THE HEALTHY AND
STRONG YOUNG SPORTS, CANCER AND AIDS OF VAXCINATES.
Italian constitution article 32.2 ° paragraph
THE LAW CANNOT IN ANY CASE VIOLATE THE LIMITS IMPOSED BY RESPECT FOR THE PERSON
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE
FIGHT WITH US ViVi!
SEARCH ON TELEGRAM

👉 ENTER IN ViVi”
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We found 499 duplicates of the message below in our dataset (April 2022
https://www.facebook.com/519762686182975).

Translation:
“NAZIS ARE ALWAYS PERBENISTS AND HAVE A DISTORTED MORAL FOR WHICH THEY DENY THE TRUTH EVEN IF
CAUGHT IN A FLAGRANCE OF CRIME. THEY ARE WONDERFUL THAT WE GIVE THEM NZIS KAPÒ BUT THEY DID
NOT GO TO READ THE RACIAL LAWS THAT ARE IDENTICAL TO THOSE IN THE NAZI PASS, THEY HAVE NO IDEA OF
WHAT IS WRITTEN IN THE CONSTITUTION AND IN THE INTERNATIONAL TREATIES ON HUMAN RIGHTS WHICH
WERE WRITTEN PROPERTIES AGAINST THE RETURN OF NAZISM AND THAT NOW ALL HAVE BEEN BROKEN.
THE PROOF THAT THEY ARE GOOD LIES AND THAT THEY ARE WRONG MARCIO IS THE COMPLAINT OF AMNESTY
TO ITALY FOR VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. THEY ARE ONLY HYPOCRITES WITHOUT SHAME, FULL OF CRIMINAL
PREVARICATOR ARROGANCE, FALSE AS ONLY A NAZI CAN BE FALSE AND WITH A DELIRION OF OMNIPOTENCE
FOR WHICH ANYTHING WHICH THEY DO, THEY BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE VERY UNFORRIED.
ON THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS WE HAVE A LOT OF VICTIMS OF WHAT A DEAD SERUM.

Italian constitution article 32.2 paragraph
THE LAW CANNOT IN ANY CASE VIOLATE THE LIMITS IMPOSED BY RESPECT FOR THE
PERSON
IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NAZI DRAMA THAT HAPPENS,
FIGHT WITH US ViVi!
SEARCH ON TELEGRAM

👉 ENTER IN ViVi”
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We found 424 duplicates of the message below in our dataset (April 2022
https://www.facebook.com/2392641934207381).

Translation:
“JUST "TOUCH" ZAIA ALL INFERVOROUS.
THE NAZI KAPÒ LICKS THAT FORGET VERY SERIOUS THINGS LIE AND DO:
WE REMEMBER THAT ZAIA IS THE SAME NAZI JOKE WHO REPRESENTED THE ABSURDITY OF THE COVID DEAD
COUNT SCAM BUT "THIS IS EVEN IF IT IS ABSURD" AND HAS NEVER OPPOSED AND REPRESENTED THE THING
THAT HE WOULD HAVE REJECTED BY REFUSING TO PARTICIPATE DESTROYED THE ECONOMY OF THE COUNTRY
AND HAS LEADED TO A VACCINATION NOT ONLY USELESS BUT VERY HARMFUL TO HUMAN HEALTH TO WHICH HE
HAS SUPPORTED AS A REAL NAZI CARNIVER.
Italian constitution article 32.2 ° paragraph
THE LAW CANNOT IN ANY CASE VIOLATE THE LIMITS IMPOSED BY RESPECT FOR THE PERSON
IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NAZI DRAMA THAT HAPPENS,
FIGHT WITH US ViVi!
SEARCH ON TELEGRAM

👉 ENTER IN V_V”
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Examples of spam images left as comments on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/
642275250372094

https://www.facebook.com/
270135768629007

https://www.facebook.com/
270117055297545

https://www.facebook.com/
270135445295706

https://www.facebook.com/
270134745295776

https://www.facebook.com/
534914491269235
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Examples of climate change misinformation on Facebook
We found 65 duplicates of the message below in our dataset (June 2022
https://www.facebook.com/391376029469562).

Translation:
“FOR DECADES THE NWO HAS BEEN MAKING CLIMATE CONTROL WITH CHEMICAL TRAILS GIVING US PLOTS, BUT
IT IS CONFIRMED REALITY.
AND NOW THEY CAUSE DROUGHT TO PUT US IN AN EMERGENCY AND SUPPORT THE CLIMATIC SCAM WITH
WHICH THEY WILL CONTINUE TO TAKE OFF US RIGHTS AND FREEDOM IN HIT FALSE AND FORECASTED
EMERGENCIES.
"Global warming depends on the meteorological engine dominated by the power of the Sun. Human activities affect at the
level of 5%: 95% depends on natural phenomena linked to the Sun. Attributing global warming to human activities is without
scientific foundation".
Antonino Zichichi, Emeritus Professor of Higher Physics at the University of Bologna, and author of over 1,100 scientific
works, including seven discoveries, five inventions.
IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NAZI-COMMUNIST DRAMA THAT HAPPENS,
FIGHT WITH US ViVi!

SEARCH ON TELEGRAM

👉

ENTER IN ViVi”
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We found 62 duplicates of the message below in our dataset (June 2022
https://www.facebook.com/728351028281210).
Translation:
“CLIMATE CHANGE DOES NOT EXIST.
THE REDUCTION OF GLACIERS,
DROUGHT, ETC. THESE ARE CYCLIC
PHASES, ALREADY HAPPENED IN THE
PAST WORSE THAN NOW.
BUT WITH THE EXPLICATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE, THE
POSSIBILITIES OF REPRESSION,
OPPRESSION, CONFISCATION OR
EXPROPRIATION OR SERIOUS
LIMITATIONS ARE UNLIMITED WITH A
DEFINITION AS LARGE AND AMBIGUE AS
THAT OF SS "sustainable development"
THAT THEY CAN USE AT TASTE.
ANY NAZI-COMMUNIST SCAM STUDIO
DEL PIFFERO WILL COME AND TELL
YOU THAT THE SAME PETS ARE
DAMAGE TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND
ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH AN SS
"sustainable development"!
THEY WILL END TO DESTROY ALMOST
ALL SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES.
AND THEN THEY WILL ATTACK THE
PRIVATE PROPERTY AS INCOMPATIBLE
WITH AN SS "sustainable development". THEY WILL SAY THAT IF YOU HAVE A LIVING HOUSE FOR 8 PEOPLE AND
YOU ARE ONLY IN TWO, IT IS NOT ECOLOGICALLY COMPATIBLE, AND IT DOES NOT SENSE THAT IT IS NOT
OPTIMIZED, IT WOULD NOT BE CONSISTENT WITH AN SS "sustainable development".
OF COURSE THESE THINGS WILL CONCERN THE PEOPLE BUT THEY WILL NOT GO FOR THE ELITES IN COMMAND.
SS NAZIC-COMMUNIST CLIMATISM BECOMES A TERRIFYING DICTATURE.
"Global warming depends on the meteorological engine dominated by the power of the Sun. Human activities affect at the
level of 5%: 95% depends on natural phenomena linked to the Sun. Attributing global warming to human activities is without
scientific foundation".
Antonino Zichichi, Emeritus Professor of Higher Physics at the University of Bologna, and author of over 1,100 scientific
works, including seven discoveries, five inventions.
IF YOU UNDERSTAND THE NAZI-COMMUNIST DRAMA THAT HAPPENS,
FIGHT WITH US ViVi!
SEARCH ON TELEGRAM

👉 ENTER IN ViVi”
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Examples of elections fraud narrative on Facebook

Translation: ELECTIONS? THEY MAKE YOU CHOOSE THE COLOR OF THE FENCE… …SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO
THINK ABOUT HOW TO TEAR IT DOWN!
WE STOP ACCEPTING THE GAME OF THE SYSTEM. IT’S TIME TO GET OUT OF THE BOX.
WE ARE ViVi - NON-VIOLENT FIGHTING FORCE FOR FREEDOM AND RIGHTS - Telegram V_V .

Translation: WE ARE IN WAR WITH WHO OWN THE WORLD
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Examples from Twitter
Reply section of a targeted tweet on Twitter

Three most duplicated text-based replies on Twitter
We found 104 duplicates of the message below in our dataset
(https://twitter.com/kitanotakeshi71/status/1482404962349068288).

Translation: “How can the health of children and young people both present and future be damaged
to avoid 0.03% mortality with an average age of over 80 years? A deeply psychopathic society does
it .. # ViVi #DraghiVattene #novax no # obligations”
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We found 104 duplicates of the message below in our dataset
(https://twitter.com/carlored176/status/1499492264116113418).

Translation: “What unclean beings can inject into children and young people harmful mRna
concoctions, new killer tools? Modern Josef Mengele? #ViVi #DraghiGattene no # obligation
#novax - 104”

We found 99 duplicates of the message below in our dataset
(https://twitter.com/BettyRovo/status/1513857271842942979).

Translation: “psychopathic nazi how can physical and emotional torture be imposed by violating
every freedom and universal right? Forcing people to play Russian roulette is intolerable violence
and thinking about doing it to children makes you a criminal Nazi #ViVi #DraghiGetene - 99”
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Examples of spam images left as replies on Twitter

https://twitter.com/BegoniaPollini/status/
1490619872384106497

https://twitter.com/guerrinoV_V/status/
1481332123948748807

https://twitter.com/ViVianarossini8/status/
1487508942469181440

https://twitter.com/RosaBaldazzi/status/
1486411486809440256
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https://twitter.com/barbara88645388/status/
1481335795667644424/photo/1

https://twitter.com/ma1982_mario/status/
1487549511304200193

https://twitter.com/Solidandready/status/1504518555227852801
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Examples of duplicated replies on Twitter

Translation: “It is from you psychopathic Nazis that we must defend ourselves! And the vaccine has
already killed a lot of healthy and young people too. Treatment denied and killer protocols resulted in
deaths: crimes justifying other crimes! Nazis!”

Translation: “It is shameful to impose a harmful serum on people by violating their rights and
annihilating their dignity. You spam each other solidarity but your conscience never turns to those
families destroyed and damaged by the blackmail you repeat. You are criminal Nazis!”
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Translation: “YOUR FRASETS AND POST AS A CHILD, NAZI BONACCINI, DO NOT CHANGE
AND WILL NEVER CHANGE THE FACT THAT YOU ARE AND REMAIN A NAZI EXECUTOR
SERVANT OF A CRIMINAL AND ASSASSINATION NAZI RACIST SANITARY DICTATION!”

Translation: “You sympathise with @sbonaccini why does he endure the Truth? You Nazi and
collaborationist monsters can lick each other's ass as much as you want but you won't escape the
Truth, today as yesterday.”
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Translation: “You criminal Nazi racists are the ones who in a civilized and democratic country
should suffer justice. We write Truth, not hatred and violence. Those are the tools used by you to
outrage the Constitution and Rights.”
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Data Collection
Below, we provide an overview of the data collection conducted on Facebook and Twitter for this
report.

Facebook
For our analysis, we collected 243,327 posts from 1,543 Facebook users, pages, and groups
affiliated with Italian political parties. These posts were made by 3,257 users from 1 June 2021 to 21
June 2022.
We also collected 2,633,955 comments attached to the collected Facebook posts. These comments
were left by 754,573 users from 1 June 2021 to 24 June 2022. The comments dataset was notably
not exhaustive (on average, we collected 26% of all comments to posts per month).
Our data sample is available here: https://cutt.ly/bKCVGYd.
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Twitter
For our analysis, we collected 323,412 text-based tweets left by 610 users from June 2021 to May
2022. We also collected 1,122,980 replies to those tweets.
From this dataset, we found 3,338 replies containing either ViVi group mentions or direct links to the
Facebook group and/or Telegram channel. We also detected 3,613 replies with spam images
directed against Italian politicians.
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